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Write T if true.  If false,  circle the incorrect word and write the correct word 

that would make the sentence correct.

1. The Philippines has four seasons: winter,

spring, summer and fall.

2. Dry season is felt during December to May

3. Wet season is the months of June to November.

4. Climate is normally dryer and more humid in 

mountainous or elevated areas.

5. The Philippines lies in the typhoon path and is often 

visited by typhoons coming from the South China Sea.

6. Typhoons in the Philippines come from the east 

going to the north.

7. Philippine provinces in the typhoon path are Leyte,

Samar, Quezon and Batanes.

8. Department of Education,  is a government agency

that gives information about the seasons and 

climates in our country.
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9. They give wild guess explanations about the seasons

and climates in our country.

10. Typhoons are dangerous. It can destroy infrastructure

and lives of people and animals.

11. Climates vary due to the specific location and elevation

of a certain place and its temperature.

12. Countries situated far from low latitudes have shorter

dry seasons.

13. Air and water, seas and oceans have something to

do with the cold temperature in a country.

14. Countries near the equator generally experience

very cool weather.

15. Occupations of people are the same even in 

varying climatic conditions.

16. The newscaster on TV daily reports the climate.

He reports a dry or wet, hot or cold, sunny or overcast.

17. You are going to Tokyo for 3 days.  You need to know

the weather of Tokyo.

18. A typhoon is always accompanied by flood.
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1. What is the main difference between a climate and a weather?

2. What is the main difference between a typhoon and a flood?

3. How can typhoons destroy infrastructure and lives?

4. What does topography mean?

5. Climates differ in each country depending on which 2 factors?

6. Give 1 advantage and 1 disadvantage of a dry season.

7. Give 1 advantage and 1 disadvantage of a wet season.

8. Which climate do you prefer and why?
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Answer Key:
True or False.

1. 2 11. T
2. T 12. longer dry seasons
3. T 13. T
4. cooler 14. hot
5. Pacific Ocean 15. different
6. west 16. weather
7. Catanduanes 17. T
8. Pag-asa 18. not always
9. scientific
10. T

1. Weather is the day to day condition in our environment.  It tells whether the day is hot
or cold, wet or dry, sunny or overcast.
Climate is the weather experienced for a longer period or for a year.

2. Typhoon is violent storm of wind and rain.
Flood is the overflow of water usually brought about by heavy rains.

3. The strong wind in typhoon can cause trees to be uprooted and fly to houses.

4. Topography is the specific elevation of a place, whether lower or higher.

5. temperature and elevation of a place

6. Dry season is advantageous to tourism because of our beaches.
Dry season is disadvantageous because it can dry and crack the land.  And it
sometimes dries the dams that supplies water to cities.

7. Wet season is advantageous because it irrigates farm lands and replenishes
water supply in dams.
Wet season is disadvantageous because too much of it can flood dry land.
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